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Sole remark!

Text related to Figure 3 data was modified as requested but not adequately ![p11 L234-242 , not p9 and 10 L219-218]

Text Proposal (suspected meaning):

It is worth noting that in such ER-positive patients the intensity of BRK expression is 16-fold higher in LNM than TNBC patients. Further, - The LNM to IDC ratio for total intensity was higher in ER-positive patients compared to the ratio in HER2-positive and TNBC patients (Figure 3): ratio was 8, 3, and 2 respectively for ER-positive (3C vs 3D), HER2-positive (3A vs 3B) and TNBC (3E vs 3F) samples.

This text would eliminate the confusion detected in the last version (in blue).

Its inclusion (text substitution) would be quite immediate; at least, it helps to clarify the present status
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